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Conservative semisprays on Finsler
manifolds II

Cs. Vincze

Abstract. In the first part we have presented a general theory of conservative
torsion-free horizontal endomorphisms (non-linear connections) on a Finsler
manifold(M, E). We investigated their existence problem giving a process to
construct such kind of geometrical objects. As an application of these results
here we describe a canonical one provided a Finslerian structure on the under-
lying manifold M .
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1. Preliminaries

M is ann-dimensional smooth, connected and paracompact manifold,n ≥ 2.
π : T M → M is the tangent bundle ofM . π0 : T M → M is the bundle of non-
zero tangent vectors.X(M) is the module of vector fields onM , ιX (X ∈ X(M))

andd are theinsertion operatorand theexterior derivative, respectively.Xv(T M)

is the module of vertical vector fields on the tangent manifoldT M.
The vector 1-formJ and C ∈ Xv(T M) are thevertical endomorphism, (the

canonical almost tangent structure) and theLiouville vector field, respectively:

Im J = Ker J = Xv(T M), J2 = 0.

Definition 1 ([1,2]). A mappingS : v ∈ T M → S(v) ∈ TvT M is said to be a
semisprayon M if the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) S is smooth onT M ,
(ii) J S= C.
A semispray is called asprayif it has the homogeneity property[C, S] = S.
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Definition 2 ([1,2]). A vector 1-formh : X(T M) → X(T M) is said to be a
horizontal endomorphismon M if it satisfies the following conditions:

(i) h is smooth onT M ,
(ii) h is a projector, i.e.,h2 = h,

(iii) Ker h = Xv(T M).
A horizontal endomorphismh is torsion-freeif the Frölicher–Nijenhuis bracket

of the vertical endomorphismJ andh vanishes, i.e.,

t := [ J, h] = 0.

h is homogeneous if itstension H:= [h, C] vanishes. The vector 1-form

T := ιSt + H,

whereS is a semispray onM , is said to be thestrong torsionof h.

Remark 3. By Grifone’s theory of non-linear connections any horizontal en-
domorphism is uniquely determined by the vector formst, H, T and the so-called
associated semispray Sh := h(S).

Theorem 4 (The fundamental lemma of Finsler geometry, [1]).Let (M, E) be
a Finsler manifold with fundamental formω := ddJ E. There exists a unique hori-
zontal endomorphism h such that

(i) dhE = 0, i.e., h is conservative,
(ii) h is torsion-free,

(iii) h is homogeneous.
Explicitly,

h = 1
2
(1 + [ J, S]),

where S is the canonical spray given by the formula

ιSω = −d E;
h is called theBarthel endomorphismof (M, E).

Definition 5 ([5]). Let (M, E) be a Finsler manifold with canonical sprayS.
A horizontal endomorphism̂hh on M is said to beconservative(with respect to the
energy function E) if

dĥh E = 0.

A semisprayŜS is conservativeif the induced horizontal endomorphism

ĥh = 1
2
(1 + [ J, ŜS])

is conservative. Avector field V∈ Xv(T M) is conservativeif the semispray

ŜS := S+ V,

is conservative.
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Theorem 6([5]). A vector field V∈ Xv(T M) is conservative if and only if

ιVω = dJ(V E).

Theorem 7([5]). Let (M, E) be a Finsler manifold and suppose that the func-
tion ϕ ∈ C∞(T M) is homogeneous of degree1, i.e., Cϕ = ϕ. Then the vector field
V ∈ Xv(T M) defined by the formula

ιVω = dJϕ

is conservative.

2. The main result

Theorem 8. Let (M, E) be a Finsler manifold. There exists a unique horizontal
endomorphism̂hh such that

1. dĥh E = 0, i.e.,ĥh is conservative,

2. ĥh is torsion-free,
3. ĤH = (1/L)(J − (1/L) dJ L ⊗ C), where L is the fundamental function of

the Finsler manifold:

E = 1
2 L2, L ≥ 0.

Proof. As it is well-known the energy function of a Finsler manifold is homo-
geneous of degree 2, i.e.,C E = 2E. This homogeneity property implies that the
fundamental functionL must be homogeneous of degree 1. Using Theorem 7 we
have a canonical conservative vector fieldV ∈ Xv(T M) defined by the formula

ιVω = dJ L .

SinceιCω = dJ E, a routine calculation shows that

V = 1

L
C,

i.e., V is just the normalized Liouville vector field. Consider the horizontal endo-
morphism

ĥh := 1
2
(1 + [ J, ŜS]),

whereŜS := S+ V .Thenĥh is obviously conservative.
In order to prove (2.) observe thatĥh and the Barthel endomorphism are related

as follows:

ĥh = h + 1
2

[ J, V ].

Since J is integrable, i.e.,[ J, J] = 0 we get by the graded Jacobi identity that

[ J, [ J, V ]] = 0 ⇒ [ J, ĥh] = 0,
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using the property (ii) of the Barthel endomorphism. This means thatĥh is torsion-
-free.

Omitting the troublesome details (see [5, Corollary 3]) we note that the tension
of ĥh is just the Fr̈olicher–Nijenhuis bracket[ J, V ], where as it was proved above,
V = (1/L)C. By the homogeneity property[ J, C] = J we have that

ĤH = [ J, (1/L)C] = 1

L
[ J, C] +

(
dJ

1

L

)
⊗ C = 1

L

(
J − 1

L
dJ L ⊗ C

)
.

It remains only to show the uniqueness statement.To see this suppose thatĥh
satisfies the conditions (1.–3.) and let us define a horizontal endomorphism

h := ĥh − 1
2 ĤH .

An easy but a little lengthy calculation shows thath satisfies the properties (i)–
(iii) of the Theorem 4, i.e., it must be the Barthel endomorphism of the Finsler
manifold. �

3. An application

In ([4]) the authors constructed special Finsler connections on a Finsler manifold
starting out from conservative torsion-free horizontal endomorphisms. Among oth-
ers it was proved that for any conservative torsion-free horizontal endomorphismh
there exists a unique Finsler connection(D, h) such that

– D is metrical;
– The(v)v-torsion ofD vanishes;
– The(h)h-torsion ofD vanishes.
Using our main result we can introduce furthercanonicalFinsler connection on

a Finsler manifold such as
(i) A Berwald-type Finsler connection(see [4]; 4.3. Theorem, p. 47),

(ii) A Cartan-type Finsler connection(see [4]; 4.5. Theorem, p. 47),
(iii) A Chern–Rund-type Finsler connection(see [4]; 4.9. Theorem, p. 50),
(iv) A Hashiguchi-type Finsler connection(see [3]; Corollary 5, p. 31)

associated witĥhh.
It seems to be an important application of our results to the theory of Finsler

connections.
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